Wrestlers Pinned By Amherst, 33-5

Ted’s Varsity Wrestling Team went down to a 33-5 defeat at the hands of Amherst at Amherst last Saturday. Amherst took a decided advantage of the experience of the Terriers to carry off a 33-5 decision.

The varsity meet started with some Amherst victories as Zappala was pinned by Winsor; Knock went down to Valberg; and Stevanovitch went down to Grenz. The Terriers gained partial revenge, however, as Miklau defeated Hoyer in the 121 lb. class. Matthew defeated Haggerty won a close decision in the 132 lb. class. Miklau of Amherst in the 121 lb. match.

The most thrilling match of the meet, however, was the 220 lb. contest in which Beavers gained partial revenge, going down to Talbot; and DeVal went down to a 19-9 defeat at the hands of Amherst. Deptula of Amherst downed Mauzy and Roush of Amherst downed Mauzy.

Tech’s Varsity Wrestling Team

The Beaver pucksters found the range in the second period and poured it on as they plunked the Bowdoin tie in Maine vitally clinched third place in the New England Hockey League. Handpicked by unusually slow ice and treacherous conditions at Waterville, both teams were slow for the first part of the first half of the first period that seemed to favor the back-enders. After a first Newton score, Terwilgert, in his first starting role, started off on a fine pace from Thompson. Gerry Watworth, making penalty, added another tally on a solo, only to see Bowdoin do its utmost and come to goal at the end of the period. Defensive maneuvering started early in the first period as it continued quickly. Second, third and solo dash. Both teams met the Beaver University teams at Providence tomorrow.
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M.I.T.O.C. Plans 2nd Skating Party

On Saturday, February 23, the Outing Club plans to have a skating party at the Charles River Country Club. Transportation by bus will be provided, and will leave Watertown at 9:30. During the afternoon, coffee will be served at half past three. At the conclusion of the successful skating party which was part of the M.I.T.O.C. festivities, the Outing Club believes that this will be popular among the students. Also on the O.C. program for the evening will be the annual D.D.C.A. Alumni reunion to be held at the Pat's and Browne's. The Boston Lake Farm in Lincoln will give a square dance and the Glen Castle will give, one again, a square dance. While Charlie Dietter, in his first year as a captain, aligned the eighth and last Tech score.

L. H. Toone. (Continued from Page 1)

Economically and intellectually independent, if society penalizes them for it, then we will get only false scientific scoops to the future. The more a man is dependent, the less original work he will be able to do. The great original and fundamental scientific work was done by scientists who worked independently with very little equipment. Consequently, Einstein's theory of relativity was written on the back of an envelope while working as a postal clerk.

Professor Winner concluded, "It is a man of moral, national, and intellectual conviction. The danger today is of selling soul to the devil. And the devil is very, very present."

Questions and Answers

Following the address was an informal question period "free-for-all" during which some very significant questions were answered by Professor Winner.

Question: What were the diplomatic consequences of the use of the atomic bomb? Answer: For one thing, the belief spread in Japan that America would use the bomb only against races other than the white man.

Question: Bill the widening gap between the average man and the scientist will be eliminated.

Answer: No, education is still possible. Question: Is there danger of a political conflict between government and private industry? Answer: No, there is no danger from authority as long as social conscience exists.
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